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< p > every summer many sneaker lovers and basketball fans of heaven, while scorching summer, but as long as you have a heart for
the basketball and beating the fiery heart, it is difficult to stop out of the house, set foot on the court's desire. This summer, Li Ning
basketball for the love of the sport's friends prepared some good boots, and had a different, we report on a basketball hero today,
and a large coffee are closely related, that is Li Ning brand basketball spokesperson, effectiveness in the NBA Miami Heat & quot;
three time winner, Dwyane Wade! And this pair of Wade's signature boots is that everyone has been waiting for Li Ning Wade 2 low
help version of the & quot; tread the ice & quot; way of Wade 2 Low-E & quot; Iceman"), the! < p > familiar friend of Li Ning basketball
and wade boots, presumably already guess to this summer is going to have a lot of good boots was born, for Wade 1 generation low
help version will have the impression, this summer, Li Ning and wade together for this series of building blocks, Li Ningwei Germany
2 low help version came into being. Actually back in training with the 2013-14 season playoff, Wade repeatedly personally exposed
Wade 2 low help version, time has triggered a favor of many sneaker lover, and this summer, Wade 2 low help version afforded to us.
< br / > now this pair of Li Ning Wade 2 low help version of the & quot; tread the ice & quot;, the cold gray x x white crystal blue color,
inspired by the NBA legend George Gervin, nicknamed & quot; Iceman (the Iceman) & quot; Wade quite appreciate the
predecessors elegant cruel sportsmanship. Application of 3M reflective material, let this pair of boots in bright light will reflect the
dazzling rays of light. This is also and the name & quot; tread the ice & quot; as, let countless sneaker lovers fascinated! This pair of
boots design is Wade's series of designer Eric Miller, in addition to retain the Wade 2 dazzle camouflage (dazzle Camo) theme, and
wade Encore as, Wade 2 low help version also added the application in faceted gems, construction, industrial and other fields
(Facets) inspiration, this also let whole shoe upper support a comprehensive upgrade, luxury vamp to form the support structure. W
type element has been a series of Wade boots essential elements, and the designer will w type placed on the upper side of the
boots, can links toe and the shoe body parts, and strap system effectively in series. Upper height reduced, let Wade 2 low help
version is more suitable for summer wear, by the same token, breathable mesh design of hole and the tongue for shoes, the shoes
can also be in motion keep a certain air permeability, let your feet do not to hot. < p > for most people more attention in the bottom
part, designers and not because of low help version of boots were reduced, still choose to use has been widely acclaimed Li Ning
Wade >
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